
Board of Directors

POSITION NAME E-MAIL PHONE

Regional Commissioner Christine Ching xtine_ching@yahoo.com 808-775-9026

Honokaa Coordinators Cora Garcia corabora808@gmail.com

Kohala Coordinator Position Available

Waikoloa Coordinator waikoloaayso@gmail.com

Waimea Coordinators Lenyle Ikeda:  5u- 8u Mixpkate17@gmailcom 808-345-6663

Waimea Coordinators Christine Ching (interim) xtine_ching@yahoo.com 8

Ref Administrator Paul Eggeopenl  (Interim) Paul.Eggel@gmail.com

Coach Administrator Kyle Ikeda

Ana Kapihe

kyleikeda@hotmail.com

/chinvat3@gmail.com

808-345-8028

808-430-3725

Secretary Britney Torres aysowaikoloa403@gmail.com 808-854-5495

Purchaser Anna Lindsey-Robles waikoloaayso@gmail.com 808-938-2788

CVPA Tina Chai Tinalchai@gmail.com

Safety Director Justin Groode justingroode@gmail.com 808-838-9191

Treasurer Jeri Canniff Jerincan@gmail.com 808-987-8997

Registrar Position Available

As volunteers, parents and spectators, adults must conduct themselves in a positive manner to support the
children.  Anything less than this will be detrimental to the program and the children.

All parents who enroll their child in the North Hawaii AYSO program must take on the responsibility of making Region
403 the best. Volunteering time (as a coach, referee, team parent, etc.) makes the greatest impact on ensuring
that every child’s experience in soccer a positive one.   Please support the volunteers and children in a constructive
and positive manner to make North Hawaii Region 403 an even stronger organization.
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Every decision, every rule and every program has "what's good for kids" as its basis. Every girl and boy
stepping on a soccer field for the first time can have fun. AYSO's child-first approach also makes it one of the finest player
development programs. Everybody likes to win, but developing successful players and people is what's fundamental in
AYSO.

With children's natural joy in running and kicking, soccer builds on these two skills and adds in techniques to control
the ball and work as a team. It also encourages creative decision making and strategic thinking. And it's a fast game that
keeps each player moving the entire time. In AYSO there's no spending the game on the bench!

Vision Statement

To provide world class youth soccer programs to enrich

children’s lives.

Mission Statement

To develop and deliver quality youth soccer programs,

which promote a fun, family environment based on our

philosophies

● Everyone Plays®

Our program's goal is for kids to play soccer so we mandate that every player on

every team must play at least 50% of every game. It’s no fun to spend the game on the

bench…and that’s no way to learn soccer!

● Balanced Teams

Each year we form new teams as evenly balanced as possible because it’s more fun

and a better learning experience when teams of similar ability play. It allows for each

player to gain the experience of a wide variety of teammates of different skill levels.

● Open Registration

Our program is open to all children between 2 and 19 years of age who register and

want to play soccer. Interest and enthusiasm are the only criteria for playing. There are

no elimination tryouts and nobody gets cut.

● Positive Coaching

Encouragement of player effort provides for greater enjoyment for the players and

leads to better-skilled and better-motivated players. A coach can be one of the most

influential people in a child’s life, so AYSO requires they create a positive experience for

every boy and girl.

● Good Sportsmanship
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We strive to create a positive environment based on mutual respect rather than a

win-at-all-costs attitude, and our program is designed to instill good sportsmanship in

every facet of AYSO.

● Player Development

We believe that all players should be able to develop their soccer skills and

knowledge to the best of their abilities, both individually and as members of a team, in

order to maximize their enjoyment of the game
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The North Hawaii Region 403 is further organized into “towns” (Honokaa, Waikoloa, Kohala
and Kamuela/Waimea).  Each town has a “town coordinator” that is a point of contact for
information and serves on the Regional Board.

VOLUNTEERS
AYSO is a volunteer-driven organization and willing participants are always needed in a wide

range of capacities.  The program can be more enjoyable if everyone puts forth an effort to
ensure the region’s success.  Involvement does not require an in-depth knowledge of soccer. To
get involved as a volunteer, simply ask, “What can I do to help?”  Training for specialized
positions (coaches, officials) are regularly offered. Please get involved and assist in the
enhancement of every child’s future in AYSO.

REGISTRATION
All players and volunteers must register with the AYSO Regional & National Support Center.

Fees cover a game uniform (jersey, shorts, and socks for U5 and up; t-shirt for Playground
Program), secondary accident insurance for players & volunteers and supplies to support a
successful league.

ELIGIBILITY & AGE GROUP DETERMINATION
The effective date of age determination for registration shall be the player's age as of

December 31 looking ahead of the Membership Year. Example: For MY2019, the child will be
placed in the division as determined by their age as of December 31, 2019.

● 6U born in 8/01/2017- 2016
● 8U born in 2015-2014
● 10U born in 2013-2012
● 12U born in 2011-2010
● 14U born in 2009-2008

PROOF OF AGE
North Hawaii Region 403 requires all players to provide proof of date of birth.  Upon request,

players must present a certified copy of their birth certificate.

PLAYING UP
A player may only play in an older division if no space exists on the team in his/her age

division and space is open in the older division. Request must be made in writing, and approval
from the Regional Board is required for a player to play out of their division.

PARTICIPATION
Players may not participate in any practices or games without the completion and submission

of proper REGISTRATION FORMS with Medical Treatment Authorization
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SOCCER ACCIDENT INSURANCE (SAI)
***AYSO DOES NOT HAVE A MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM***

SAI is an AYSO sponsored program for all registered players and selected volunteers who
have submitted the properly completed registration forms prior to the accident.  The purpose of
this plan is to assist in the payment of medical bills (beyond that covered by a member’s
insurance coverage) resulting from injuries sustained while participating in sanctioned AYSO
practices or scheduled games.

The AYSO SAI pays only for those eligible expenses NOT covered by public, group or
individual insurance carried by the parents or guardians of registered participants, and only after
submission of those claims to their primary insurance carrier first.  The plan does not permit
double payment of medical expenses.  Consult the AYSO SAI brochure for further details.  A copy
may be acquired from any Board Member or at AYSO.org

Players are NOT registered or covered by AYSO Secondary Accident Insurance until all fees are paid.

REFUNDS
Requests for Refund must meet the following conditions:
● the player has not played or practiced for the upcoming season,
● the coach was informed of your decision to not play before the first game (if

assigned to a team),
● the uniform was returned to the team coach (if issued), and
● refund request is submitted in writing no later than Sept. 30th to

AYSO403@yahoo.com or PO Box 1404, Kapaau, Hawaii 96755.  Forms available
at AYSO403.org

● AYSO membership fee ($20.00) is non-refundable

TEAM ASSIGNMENTS
Team assignments are final.  Coaches may not change rosters.  AYSO reserves the right to

adjust teams to maintain team balance.

Team assignments are primarily based on forming balanced teams.  Other criteria are not
considered (ex. religious or school schedules, carpool needs).  Once teams are balanced, late
registered players will be assigned to a team by the Regional Staff.

TEAM BALANCING GUIDELINES
AYSO National requires that teams be as balanced as possible.  Therefore, towns with two

(2) or more teams in any age division shall proceed with team balancing guidelines.
Each player is assigned a score based on evaluations from the previous season(s), years of

experience and parent counsel. These scores are entered into a program on eayso and teams
are formed electronically, then a coach is assigned a team. While it is impossible to create 100%
equally balanced skill level teams, these guidelines have proven most successful.
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PICTURE TAKING
Team/player pictures may be taken during the season on a date to be announced.  Cost is

paid by the parents and is optional.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

Coaching Clinics
To improve the program, AYSO requires ALL

coaches to attend clinics and receive certification.
These free clinics are open to all coaches and anyone
planning on helping or coaching in the future.  They are
designed to introduce the AYSO philosophy of
coaching, provide basic soccer knowledge, and help
you get started in coaching. Please contact the
Regional Coach Administrator for more info.

Referee Clinics
Anyone age 10 and older is invited to become referees. Clinics are designed to teach the

basic laws of soccer.  Upon course completion; each participant will be qualified as a referee
and/or assistant referee.  Please contact the Regional Referee Administrator.

Player Camps
Opportunities for players to improve their game skills and knowledge will be offered this

summer. AYSO Soccer Camp will have two week-long sessions. More information can be found
at aysosoccercamps.org.

PRACTICE
Coaches will schedule practices at their discretion within the following guidelines:
Division Maximum No. Sessions Per Week Maximum Time

6U Two (2)-optional Thirty (30) min per session
8U Two (2) One (1) hour per session

10U & 12U Two (2) Ninety (90) min per session
14U Two (2) 2 hours (120 min) per session

These sessions are important, as this is where the game skills, strategy, and conditioning are
taught. Coaches should be notified if it is necessary for a player to miss practice.  This
communication is important for the player’s safety. Transportation to and from practices and
games is solely the parent’s responsibility, not the coach’s.
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PLAYER UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT

1. The proper uniform for scheduled games is supplied by the Region: team jersey, shorts
and socks.  Any alterations of the uniform (ex., names, team names, cutting sleeves) are not
permitted.

2. The jersey must be tucked into the shorts and socks pulled up.

3. Soccer shoes with cleats are recommended.  No metal cleats. Other shoes with cleats
(ex., baseball, football) are not permitted at all due to the increased potential of causing injury.
Athletic shoes (ex., sneakers) without cleats are permitted.

4. Jewelry (ex., bracelets, chains, necklaces, earrings, watches, rings, studs, hair pins),
chewing gum or any other such object (ex., cast or splint) that could cause injury to a player are
prohibited during games and practices.

5. Shin guards are required for players to participate in any game or practice.

6. Goalkeepers must be easily distinguishable from field players of both teams.  Goalkeeper
shirts, practice pinnies or t-shirts may be used if they are a different color than either team.  In
addition, goalkeepers may wear goalie gloves, soft knee pads, elbow pads or head caps.

7. Long hair should be tied back by soft rubber bands or soft headband.

8. Additional clothing such as shirts and long pants may not be worn over the uniform while
the player is participating in a game, except for the goal-keepers.  Bike shorts or undershirts may
be worn under the issued uniform.

9. A game ball is issued to each coach prior to the season. It is recommended that each
player have a soccer ball to use for home practice.

10. Players with Medical Conditions, such as asthma or allergies, are required to bring their
medications (inhaler, epi-pen) to each practice and game. They should not be allowed to
participate without them

11. The following ball sizes are used in North Hawaii Region 403:

Size #3 – 6U-8U

Size #4 – 10U and 12U

Size #5 – 14U and above
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THE GAME
Most coaches request that players meet at a given time prior to the start of the game so that

they can complete line-up details for the game.  Please help the coach by making sure that your
child is on time.

Inclement Weather
The general soccer policy is that the game will be played "rain or shine."  Unless otherwise

notified by an official, teams should always proceed to the field and assume that games will be
played.  If inclement weather causes hazardous field conditions, the Regional Commissioner with
the Center Referee may cancel a game prior to starting. If the weather becomes hazardous
during the game, the referee may suspend play.

Officials
In AYSO North Hawaii Region 403, all officials voluntarily provide a positive and safe

experience for every youngster.  All referees should be certified by the Referee Administrator to
provide the best playing situation.

Referees are called upon to do a most difficult job. Their decisions are final.  No useful
purpose is served by shouting disagreement or derogatory remarks.  Abusive words and
disrespect on the part of players, coaches and spectators, or aggressive behavior will not be
tolerated or accepted.  The GAME is for the players…so let them play.

The referee may caution players and coaches, using a yellow card if necessary.  Referees
may also eject players and coaches by using a red card or stop a game.

Please refer to the “Game Data” section of this handbook for the officiating structure of each
age division.  5U - 8U games are refereed by one referee supplied by each team (all team
supporters have an opportunity to be an official). The center official in the older division games
will be assigned to a team , each team may be asked to provide a linesman.

In order to support the need for these officials, every team is encouraged to provide one
referee crew.  For 5U - 8U divisions, at least one individual should be certified to referee.  For the
older divisions, at least three individuals should be certified.  These may be players, their siblings
or other relations.  Officials are usually scheduled to referee games that they are not involved
with.  Also, youth officials will usually be scheduled to official games in younger divisions.

Playing Time
Per AYSO National guidelines, all eligible players will play at least half of every game.  Failure

to play any player the correct amount of time shall result in disciplinary action of the coach by the
Board.
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● If a player arrives late, the player will still be entitled to play half the game.  However,
if the player arrives later than the first quarter, the player must play at least one quarter.
● If a player is injured or ill, the player may request limited play upon Referee
notification

For the 5U - 8U divisions the Fall season is a no-standing season (win-loss records are not
kept).  In the 10U - 14U divisions, teams will be graded for sportsmanship by the referee teams
on categories listed on the back of the game card. U12 and U14 divisions, standings are kept to
seed the teams for playoff games.  Everyone should familiarize themselves with the following
criteria.

Sportsmanship Criteria on Game Card
10U - 14U Coaches will provide  the team’s game card to the referee directly before each game.

Referees will be required to check off frequency for each match: Always, Mostly, Sometimes, or Never.

1. PLAYERS
a. Respect for Teammates and Coaches
Assists in preparation, on time and properly equipped. Cooperate with teammates and coaches (No

arguing, negative comments). Concentrate on best efforts, team play and encouraging teammates.
Conducts & concludes the match cooperatively. Positive support of teammates, teammates get along.

b. Respect for Opponents
Acknowledge good plays and sporting gestures. Treat opponents with respect. Win with humility and

grace/accept defeat with dignity. Shake hands and make positive comments at end of game.
c. Respect for Officials
Does not attempt to influence referee decisions, i.e. calling "offside", “handball”, etc. No negative

comments regarding calls, argues with referee. Respect referee calls and decisions in actions and words.
Thank referee at end of game.

d. Respect for the Game
Know and play by the Laws of the Game (No free kick infringement, time wasting, etc.). Play with skill

rather than undue force. Refrain from swearing. Follows uniform code with no illegal additions or distortions
of its appearance. Clean team area before departing.

2. COACHES
e. Respect for Players
Consistently encourage and support players’ best and fair efforts. ONLY positive, instructional &

encouraging comments. Allow players to play and think for themselves. Maximize playing opportunities for
all. Keeps players under control. NOT Running up the score, coach should be trying to make it more
challenging for his team to attack the goal, i.e. more passing, left foot shots, rest the stronger players, etc.

f. Respect for Opponents
Acknowledge good plays. Maintain & encourage sporting behavior of self, supporters, & players through

words & actions. Win with humility and grace/accept defeat with dignity. Congratulate/thank opposing team
& coaches at game end.

g. Respect for Officials
Respect referee calls and decisions. Encourage players and spectators to respect referee calls and

decisions. Remain in team area unless asked onto the field by the referee. Cooperate with games officials /
field marshals. DOES NOT attempt to influence referee decisions, i.e. calling "offside", “handball”...
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h. Respect for the Game
Know and encourage playing by the Laws of the Game. Players are organized and ready to play,

including substitutions. Encourage self-control and fair play of players. Proper behavior on sidelines.
Follows AYSO Guidelines for player participation on the field and in the goal.

• Goalkeeper – 10U change every quarter, 12U not more than half game in goal. If a 12U player plays 2
quarters in the goal, he or she must play 1 quarter as a field player.

• Field players – everyone plays at least half game regular season.
• Exceptions include absence, sickness, injury, or late arrival.

3. SPECTATORS & SUPPORTERS
i. Respect for Players and Coaches
Cheer positively for efforts of both teams. Encourage

teamwork and fair play at all times. Support coach
decisions with silence or positive comments. No coaching
of players – let coaches coach. Does NOT Encourage
rough play

j. Respect for Officials
Respect referee calls and decisions. Cooperate with

games officials / field marshals. Remain in designated
spectator areas. Refrain from influencing referee calls by
yelling “offside”, “handball”, etc.

k. Respect for the Game
Maintain self control and decorum at all times.

Acknowledge that soccer is a GAME and that best efforts
of all are to be applauded. Shows by actions and words
that the purpose of the game is understood, respected
and supported.

CAUTIONS, SEND-OFFS, POINT TOTALING
Misconduct avoidance bonus: • No send offs or

expulsions +7 • Any send-offs or expulsions +0.
FORFEIT WIN OR LOSS: The average

Sportsmanship Points calculated for that team in the
season.

Total Sportsmanship Score, 40-points possible. This
is a perfect game and will not happen very often.
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AYSO GENERAL SOCCER RULES

All spectators are required to stand at least three yards from the sidelines.

Spectators, coaches and players are not allowed behind the goal line during play.

During play, all coaching should be within 10 yards of the center line.

Out of play: The ball is out of play when the ball is completely over the line.  The game is
restarted with a throw-in, a corner kick, or a goal kick or at center field after a score.  If any part of
the ball is still touching the line it is neither out of play nor a goal.

Off sides: The basic principle is that there must be at least two defenders between the
attacker and the goal when the ball is played to the attacker from a teammate.  Off-sides do not
apply to throw-ins and corner kicks or to when you are in your own half of the field.  There are
many variations and complications to this rule please allow the referee and the assistant referees
to determine this rule.

Non-Penal Fouls: are determined by the following actions: Dangerous play, charging fairly
when ball not within playing distance, obstruction or impeding, charging the goalkeeper,
goalkeeper holding onto the ball for a greater length of time than 6 seconds, etc.  These
infractions will result in an indirect free-kick. That is, the ball must be touched by one other player
before a goal can be scored.

Penal Fouls: are determined by the following actions: Kicking, tripping, jumping, charging,
striking, spitting, holding, pushing and handling the ball.  These infractions will result in a direct
free-kick.  That is, the ball does not need to touch another player before a goal can be scored.
No direct kicks in 5U - 8U.

Whether direct or indirect kicks, the opposition must give the kicking team space to kick the
ball (see “game data chart” for age appropriate guidelines).

Throw In: Once the ball has gone completely over the sideline, play is restarted by the team
who did not touch the ball last.  A legal throw-in must be close to the spot where the ball went out
of play.  The throw must be continuous with equal force from both hands, starting from behind the
head and ending over the top of the head.  The thrower must face in the direction of the throw
with part of both feet in contact with the ground when the ball is released.  The thrower may not
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step completely inside the playing field until the ball is released.  The goalkeeper may not receive
the ball with their hands directly from a throw-in.

Game protests: are discouraged and will not receive enthusiastic consideration.  Referee
judgment calls are final and are not grounds for protest.

CODES OF CONDUCT - BE A GOOD SPORT

Player's Code
● Play for the fun of it, not just to please your parents or coach.
● Play by the Laws of the Game.
● Never argue with or complain about referees' calls or decisions.
● Control your temper. Most of all, resist the temptation to retaliate when you feel you have been

wronged.
● Concentrate on playing soccer with your best efforts. Work equally hard for your team as for

yourself.
● Be a good sport by cheering all good plays, whether it is your team's or your opponent's.
● Treat all players as you would like to be treated.
● Remember that the goal of the game is to have fun, improve skills and feel good. Don't be a

showoff or a ball hog.
● Cooperate with your coaches, teammates, opponents and the referees.

Parents Code
As a parent, you have a special role in contributing to the needs and development of these youngsters.

Through your encouragement and good example, you can help assure the effectiveness of the AYSO
program.

Support Your Child
Support your child by giving encouragement and showing an interest in his or her team. Help your child

work toward skill improvement and good sportsmanship in every game. Teach your child that hard work and
an honest effort are often more important than victory. Your child will be a winner, even in defeat.

Always Be Positive
Parents are not participants on their child's team. However, they do contribute to the success

experienced by their child and the team. Parents serve as role models for their children. Applaud good plays
by your child's team and by the opposing team. Support all efforts to remove verbal and physical abuse from
youth sporting activities.

Be Enthusiastic and Supportive
Let children set their own goals and play the game for themselves. Be careful not to impose your own

standards and goals on your child. Don't put too heavy a burden on your child to win games. Surveys reveal
that 72 percent of children would rather play for a losing team than ride the bench for a winner.

Reinforce Positive Behavior
The best way to help a child to achieve goals and reduce the natural fear of failure is through positive

reinforcement. No one likes to make a mistake. If your child does make one, remember that he or she is still
learning. Encourage your child's efforts and point out the good things your child accomplished.
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Let Coaches Coach and Refs RefCoaches and referees are usually parents. They volunteer their time
to help make your child’s youth soccer experiences a positive one. They need your support, too. What
coaches and referees don't need is your help in coaching from the sidelines. So please refrain from
coaching during games and practices. Referees are not the "bad guys." They are volunteers, too, and need
your support and encouragement. Treat them and their calls fairly and respectfully.

PLAY-OFFS
12U & 14U teams will compete in playoff games near the end of the season.  Championship

matches will occur on closing day, with the awards ceremony to follow.  Regular season play will
determine teams’ position in single elimination matches.

Team standings will be determined by the following point system:
● WIN = 5 points
● TIE = 2 points
● LOSS = 0 points
● GOAL COUNT = 1 point (one point per goal scored up to a maximum of 3 per game,

win or lose)
● SHUTOUT = 1 point (for an earned shutout, including a 0-0 tie)
● FORFEIT = 6 points (scored as a 1-0 win, no shutout points as it is not an “earned”

shutout)
● 22 OR MORE SPORTSMANSHIP POINTS = 1

POINT
● LESS THAN 22 SPORTSMANSHIP POINTS, TWO

YELLOW OR ONE RED CARD = 0 POINTS (The
referee team will rate sportsmanship and
assign points based on categories on the back
of the game card)

● 3 points will be deducted for EACH referee
assignment missed by the TEAM

● Tie breaker at the end of the regular season
will be determined as follows:

● Sportsmanship points
● Goal differential (goals scored to three per

game less total goals allowed; highest
differential advances)

● Coin toss
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All PLAYOFF matches ending in a tie shall go directly to the FIFA kicks from the penalty mark
procedure.
All CHAMPIONSHIP matches ending in a tie will have
two full overtime periods (no sudden victory) with teams changing field direction after each
overtime period. Duration: U12 – two eight minute periods; U14– two nine minute periods
if still tied after overtime play, the game shall be decided by FIFA kicks from the penalty mark.

POST-SEASON PLAY

A. Postseason objectives are:
a. To provide an opportunity for players to compete with players from other regions.
b. To provide an opportunity for players and coaches to improve their skills
c. To field the best possible team to represent Region 403 in postseason play.

B. Coach selection guidelines
To be considered for the select season coach, a coach must

a. have coached within the division during the regular season;
b. be registered, age appropriate coach and safe-haven certified
c. be willing to commit to all practices & games
d. be willing to field the best possible team representing the entire Region;
e. actively demonstrate the AYSO philosophy.
f. If more than one coach in a division is interested, the Board of Directors will rank the

coaches using the following guidelines:
i. coach’s level of AYSO certification;

ii. experience in coaching within the division level or in previous seasons and in
AYSO

iii. referee certification and experience
g. coaches may not coach more than one team

C. Coach/Team responsibility
a. team referee assignments
b. all monies required for tournament entry, and area & region assessment fees
c. uniform costs
d. travel expenses
e. abide by tournament rules & regulations.

D. Player selection guidelines
a. To qualify as a select player, player must
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i. have played in Region 403 during the regular season for at least half of the
games

ii. be willing to commit to all practices & games
iii. have a good attitude and be able to take instruction

b. Player selection shall be based on
i. regular season evaluation, and select season coach assessment

ii. in division 12U and up, all efforts shall be made to have player representation
from all towns

iii. in the 10U division only, teams may be formed in each township.
c. A player may be dismissed if the player is

i. unable to be coached
ii. displays unsportsmanlike behavior

iii. is consistently absent from practice
AYSO GAME DATA (Region 403)

This is offered as a "quick reference" for rules pertaining to AYSO, Region 403.
DIVISION 5/6 U 8U 10U (see below) 12U 14U

Qtr Duration 5 min 10 min 12.5 min 15 min 17.5 min

Ball Size #3 #3 #4 #4 #5

Field Size (yds) 25 X 15 30 X 20 60 X 40 75 X 50 100 X 50

Max on Field 3 4 7 9 11

Min on Field 2 3 5 6 7

Keeper* None None 1 Qtr +1 field 2 Qtr + 1 field No restriction

Referee** 1 half / team 1 half / team Regional Regional Regional

Game Card No No Yes Yes Yes

Slide Tackle No No No No Yes

Headers No No No No Yes

Goal Kick from: Goal Line Goal Line Goal Area Goal Area Goal Area

Setback 10 feet 10 feet 8 yd 10 yd 10 yd

Free Kick indirect only indirect only Yes Yes Yes

Throw-In No, dribble-in Yes Yes Yes Yes

Penalty Kick No No Yes Yes Yes

Offside No No Yes Yes Yes

GK Punts n/a n/a No Yes Yes

We encourage coaches to play each player ¾ of each game.
Every player must play at least half of game if present. Substitutions only allowed at quarter breaks.
*- "Keeper" shows the maximum number of quarters a player may play in the match.
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**- Assistant Referees/Club Linesmen: If available, qualified assistant referees who have completed Assistant
Referee Certification may be used to assist the referee. This is an opportunity for new assistant referees to begin
getting experience. If qualified assistant referees are not available, Club Linesmen (soon to be trained volunteers who
may be affiliated with one of the teams/clubs) may be recruited from the spectators to assist the referee with calling
the ball in and out of play only. This is an opportunity for parents to get involved.

10U Build-Out Line: The build-out line promotes playing the ball out of the back in a less pressured setting. 
● The opposing team must move back behind the build-out line for a goal kick or when the goalkeeper has

possession. At any time, the goalkeeper may pass, throw or roll the ball to a teammate who is behind the
build-out line.

● The goalkeeper or the player taking the goal kick does not have to wait for the opposing players to move
behind the build-out line. The play from the goalkeeper or from the goal kick must be played to a teammate
behind the build-out line. After the ball is put into play, the opposing team can cross the build-out line and
play may resume as normal. The first touch is from the goal kick or the pass from the goalkeeper.

● The build-out line shall be used as the line to determine offside. Players cannot be penalized for an offside
offense between the halfway line and the build-out line.

Fall 2021 Calendar of Events Subject to change

21-Aug Game Week One

28-Aug Game Week Two

4-Sep Game Week Three

11-Sep Waimea Annual Paniolo Parade & Ho’olaule’a ?

18-Sep Game Week Four

25-Sep Game Week Five (Trophy Order)

2-Oct Game Week Six

9-Oct Ironman (no games)

16-Oct Game Week Seven

23-Oct Game Week Eight

30-Oct Game Week Nine

6-Nov Game Week Ten-Playoffs U12 & U14 ?

13-Nov Closing Day ?
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It is the hope and goal of every
volunteer to assist in the nurturing

and the development of youth
through soccer.

MAKE SOCCER FUN!!!

Wi� our sincerest Mahalo-
Region 403 Board of Direct�s

AYSO403.org
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